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ABSTRACT 

The idea of win-win economy-environment coalitions as the solution to the green cold war that 

started to gain relevance in the 1960s came forward; and it was widely accepted by governments 

and international institutions after the Brundtland Commission called in 1987 for the need to 

address the environmental issue, setting the stage for the Rio conference process to begin in 1992 

with the first earth summit, and which culminated in the 2012 Rio + 20 conference where this 

green cold war was supposed to be scientifically settled.  There were two solutions to the green 

cold war in 2012, a science based solution; and an arbitrary solution.  As science was at the heart 

of the 2012 Rio + 20 conference before and during the conference, then a shift towards green 

market thinking, green economy thinking and green growth thinking was the expected solution 

as it is the only science based solution possible according to paradigm death and shift 

expectations so as to preserve the core principle or core values of the two merging paradigms, 

the economy and the environment; and hence for the conference to say in 2012 they were going 

the green market way was not a surprise.  At the heart of green markets is perfect 

environmentalism as environmental sustainability is a necessary condition for green markets to 

exist.  That means that going the way of environmental externality management markets in 

practice after Rio + 20 instead of green markets when they said they were going green markets 

was and is an arbitrary decision, not a science based decision since at the heart of those markets 

is imperfect environmentalism and imperfect market thinking; and hence those markets do no 

require environmental sustainability to exist.  In other words, the flipping of options to solve the 

green cold war then from perfect markets to environmental externality management markets has 

important implications both in terms of winner and losers in particular; and in terms of 

environmental sustainability in general, yet those implications are little understood as nothing as 

far as I know has been written about this from the sustainability angle.  The discussion above 

raises questions such as how can the green cold war, the 2012 Rio +20 conference actions, and 

the fall of perfect environmentalism be linked? What are the implications of this in terms of 

winners and losers and of environmental sustainability?  The main goal of this paper is to 

provide an answer to these questions using qualitative comparative means. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The idea of win-win economy-environment coalitions as the solution to the green cold war that 

started to gain relevance in the 1960s(Carson 1962; Mackie 2017) came forward and it was 

widely accepted by governments and international institutions after the Brundtland 

Commission(WCED 1987)  called in 1987 for the need to address the environmental issue, 

setting the stage for the Rio conference process to begin in 1992 with the first earth summit(UN 

1992), and which culminated in the 2012 Rio + 20 conference(UNCSD 2012a; UNCSD 2012b) 

where this green cold war was supposed to be scientifically settled.  The structure of the green 

cold war in terms of sustainability gaps was recently highlighted(Muñoz 2020 ) as indicated in 

Figure 1 below: 

 
  

Figure 1 above tells us that the green cold war simply is a clash between the economic 

sustainability gap(ECSG) affecting the environmental market(ENM) as indicated by broken 

arrow going from point 1 to point 3 and the environmental sustainability gap(ESG) affecting the 

traditional market(TM) as indicated by the broken arrow going from point 2 to point 3. 

b) The options the 2012 Rio + 20 had to solve the green cold war 

 There were two solutions to the green cold war in 2012, a science based solution; and an 

arbitrary solution, which are addressed below in detail: 

i) A science based option 

 As science was at the heart of the 2012 Rio + 20 conference before and during the 

conference, then a shift towards green market thinking, green economy thinking and green 

growth thinking was the expected solution as it is the only science based solution possible 

according to paradigm death and shift expectations(Muñoz 2019) so as to preserve the core 

principle or core values of the two merging paradigms, the economy and the environment; and 

hence for the conference to say they were going the green market way was not a surprise.  At the 
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heart of green markets is perfect environmentalism as environmental sustainability is a necessary 

condition for green markets to exist.  If Rio + 20 conference had followed the science based 

option to resolve the green cold war through the fixing of the traditional market, then the only 

thing they had to do was to fully close the environmental sustainability gap(ESG) between point 

3 and point 2 in Figure 1 above to shift the traditional market structure to the green market 

structure(TM = Bc-- BC = GM).  The closing of the environmental sustainability gaps shifts 

the perfect traditional market(TM) towards the perfect green market(GM)(Muñoz 2016a).  The 

green market structure graphically is found at point 3 in Figure 1 above, which can be stated 

analytically as indicated below: 

1) GM = BC 

 Expression 1) simply says that the necessary and sufficient condition for green 

markets(GM) to exist is the presence of economic sustainability(B) and environmental 

sustainability(C) at the same time as it is a win-win coalition between the perfect economic 

thinking and the perfect environmental thinking.  And hence, green markets are a two component 

based sustainability model with no environmental sustainability gaps.  The structure of green 

markets(GM) can be appreciated better in Figure 2 below: 

 
  

We can see in Figure 2 above that the interaction of the green supply SG and demand(D) 

determine the green market price(GMP = GP) and the green quantity(QG) to be produced and 

consumed as they are free markets, where government intervention is possible, but only in cases 

of green market failure. 

 Therefore, the green market structure shown in Figure 2 above is the perfect win-win 

model as it is a full win economy-full win environment model, where the economic agents are 

environmentally responsible and the environmental agents are financially responsible; and since 

Rio +20 was looking for perfect win-win solutions then going green markets was the expected 

choice. 

ii) An arbitrary option 

 That means that going the way of environmental externality management markets in 
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practice after Rio + 20 instead of going green markets when they said they were going green 

markets was and is an arbitrary decision, not a science based decision as at the heart of those 

markets is imperfect environmentalism; and hence those markets do not require environmental 

sustainability to exist.  Since Rio + 20 conference in practice followed the non-science based 

option to resolve the green cold war through the patching of the traditional market, then the only 

thing they had to do to prevent the paradigm shift to green markets(GM) and implement the 

paradigm patching was to place an externality management supply SEEM below green market 

supply SG and above the traditional market supply ST in Figure 1 above since any market 

between point 3 and point 2 is an externality management market, and when the externality 

management supply SEEM cuts the environmental sustainability gap(ESG) associated with the 

traditional market(TM) it becomes an environmental externality management market(EEMM), 

and its structure can be stated analytically as follows: 

2) EEMM = BCM 

 Expression 2) simply tell us that the necessary and sufficient condition for environmental 

externality management markets(EEMM) to exist is the presence of economic sustainability(B) 

and environmental externality management(CM) at the same time as it is a win-win coalition 

between the imperfect economic thinking and the imperfect environmental thinking.  Notice that 

here environmental sustainability it is not a requirement for environmental externality 

management markets to exist, but environmental externality management is.  And hence, 

environmental externality management markets(EEMM) are a one component based 

sustainability model still with environmental sustainability gaps.  The going the non-green 

market way has been highlighted as starting with the wrong green foot when addressing 

environmental sustainability issues(Muñoz  2016b).  The structure of the environmental 

externality management market(EEMM) can be appreciated better in Figure 3 below: 

 
 

We can see in Figure 3 above that the environmental externality management price(EEMP) 

determines the quantity to be produced and consumed(QEEM) as here demand and supply 

interactions do not determine the market price as environmental externality management costs 

are set externally because environmental externality management markets(EEMM) are not free 
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markets. 

 Hence, the EEMM market depicted in Figure 3 above is an imperfect win-win model as it 

is a full win economy-partial win environment model, where the economic agents do not have to 

be fully environmentally responsible and the environmental agents do not have to be fully 

financially responsible; and since Rio +20 was looking for perfect win-win solutions, then going 

environmental externality management(EEMM) was not the expected choice, but an arbitrary 

choice. 

c) Linking the structure of the science based option and of the arbitrary option 

 Placing the green market(GM) and the environmental externality management 

market(EEMM) in conflict conditions helps us uncover the existence of a remaining 

environmental sustainability gap(RESG) affecting the working of the environmental externality 

management market(EEMM), as indicated below: 

3) GM.EMM = (BC)(BCM) = (BB)(CCM)  = B(CCM)  = B(RESG) 

 Expression 3) shows that a conflict between green markets(GM) and environmental 

externality management market(EEMM) is a conflict between a model with no environmental 

sustainability gaps(ESG) and a model with remaining environmental sustainability gaps(RESG), 

a situation that it is summarized in Figure 4 below by placing the science based solution and the 

non-science based solution in the same graph: 

 
 

We can appreciate in Figure 4 above the following: i) that at point 4 or arbitrary solution, there is 

an environmental externality management market(EEMM) with a remaining environmental 

sustainability gap(RESG) affecting its sustainability; and ii) that at point 3 or science based 

solution, there is no environmental sustainability gap(ESG).  Also we can see in Figure 4 above 

that if the environmental cost decreases the green market price(GMP) decreases allowing for 

consumption and production of lower of pollution content goods and services at a lower green 

price such as a shift from point 3 to point 4, making pollution reduction a profitable opportunity.  

However, environmental externality management markets(EEMM) can only achieve lower 

pollution levels by increasing the environmental costs to be passed by firms to consumers and 
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hence increasing the EEMP such as the shift from point 4 towards point 3, no incentive here to 

go the extra mile in pollution reduction.  

d) The flipping of options to address the green cold war and the implications of doing this 

 The flipping of options summarized in Figure 4 above from a science based solution to an 

arbitrary solution has important implications both in terms of winner and losers in particular; and 

in terms of environmental sustainability in general, yet those implications are little understood as 

nothing as far as I know has been written about this from the sustainability angle.  The discussion 

above raises questions such as how can the green cold war, the 2012 Rio +20 conference actions, 

and the fall of perfect environmentalism be linked? What are the implications of this in terms of 

winners and losers and of environmental sustainability?  The main goal of this paper is to 

provide an answer to these questions using qualitative comparative means.  

 

Goals of this paper 

 a) To show how the structure of the green cold war can be linked to the science and non-

science based decisions that the 2012 Rio + 20 conference had available; b) To link those 

decisions to the proper solution of the green cold war; and c) To highlight the consequences of 

flipping solutions from green markets to environmental externality management markets in terms 

of the stakeholders involved and in terms of environmental sustainability goals. 

 

2. METHODOLOGY 

 

 i) The terminology and operations concepts and rules are listed; ii) The market structure 

that results from resolving the green cold war in general through a science based solution under 

win-win situations or under no win-win situations is shared; iii) The market structure that results 

from resolving the green cold war in particular through a science based solution aimed at fixing 

the traditional market under win-win situations is provided; iv) The market structure that results 

from resolving the green cold war in particular through a non-science based solution aimed at 

patching the traditional market only under win-win is highlighted; v) The implications of 

flipping from science based solutions to non-science based solutions on stakeholders as winners 

and losers are stressed; and vi) Some food for thoughts and conclusions are provided. 

 

Terminology 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

A = Active social system                         a = Passive social system  

B = Active economic system                   b = Passive economic system  

C = Active environmental system            c = Passive environmental system  

S = Sustainability                                    SG = Sustainability gap  

X = System X                                          Xi = System Xi  

SSG = Social sustainability gap             ECSG= Economic sustainability gap  

ESG = Environmental sustainability gap    TM = Traditional market  

ENM = Environmental market                   GM = Green market 

QG = Green quantity                                   QE = Environmental quantity 

QT = Traditional quantity                           SG = Green supply 

SE = Environmental supply                        ST = Traditional supply 
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EEMM = Environmental externality management market 

EEM = Environmental externality management 

SEEM = Environmental externality management supply 

QEEM = environmental externality management quantity 

EEMP = Environmental externality management price 

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 

Operational concepts and paradigm merging and shift rules and expectations 

i) Operational concepts 

Operational concepts and externalization and internalization rules 

i) Operational concepts 

1) Red socialism market, the society only market. 

2) Red socialism market price, the price that reflects only the social cost of production. 

3) The traditional market, the economy only market. 

4) The traditional market price, the general market economic only price or the price that 

covers the cost of production at profit(TMP = ECM + i = P) or zero profit(TMP = ECM = P). 

 

5) The environmental market, the environment only market. 

6) The environmental market price, the price that reflects only the environmental cost of 

production. 

7) The socio-environmental market, the society and environment only market. 

8) The socio-environmental market price, the price that reflects the social and environmental 

costs of production. 

9) The red market, the society and economy only market. 

10) The red market price, the price that reflects the social and economic costs of production. 

11) The green market, the economy and environment only market. 

12) The green market price, the price that reflects both the economic and the environmental 

cost of production or the price that covers the cost of environmentally friendly production. 

 

13) The sustainability market, the society, economy and environment market. 

14) The sustainability market price, the price that reflects the social, economic, and 

environmental costs of production. 

15) The economic margin, to cover the economic cost of production. 

16) The environmental margin, to cover the extra cost of making business environmentally 

friendly. 

17) The social margin, to cover the extra cost of making business socially friendly. 

18) Full costing, all costs are reflected in the pricing mechanism of the market. 

19) Partial costing, not all costs are reflected in the pricing mechanism of the market. 

20) No costing, all costs are not  reflected in the pricing mechanism of the market. 

21) Full responsibility, when a market uses full costing. 

22) Partial responsibility, when a market uses partial costing. 

23) Full irresponsibility, when a market uses no costing. 

ii) Paradigm merging and shift rules and expectations 

1) Paradigm merging rules(PMR)  
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 If “A” and “B” are dominant characteristics; and “a” and “b” are their dominated or 

passive counter parts, the following is expected:  

a) Merging under dominant-dominant interactions  

Under these conditions, dominant or active state prevails as indicated:  

 (AA) → A                                       (BB) → B  

 (AA) (BB) = (AB)                           (AB) → AB  

b) Merging under dominated-dominated interactions  

 Under these conditions, the dominated or passive form prevails as shown:  

 (aa) → a                                     (bb) → b  

 (aa)(bb) = (ab)                          (ab) → ab  

c) Merging under dominant-dominated interactions and win-win solutions  

 Under these conditions, the dominant or active system prevails as the system merge as 

shown below:  

 (Aa) → A                                   (bB) → B  

 (Aa) (bB) = (AB)                       (ab) → AB  

d) Merging under dominant-dominated interactions and no win-win solutions  

 Under these conditions, the dominated or passive system prevails and the system 

collapses as shown below:  

 (Aa) → a                                    (bB) → b  

 (Aa) (bB) = (AB)                        (ab) → ab 

2) Paradigm death expectations and shift under sustainability gaps 

 If we have three systems X1 = Bc  and a system X2 = bC  and X3 = BC, where c = ESG 

and b = ECSG, then the following is true: 

a) Expressing models in terms of sustainability gaps 

X1 = Bc = B(ESG)       X2 = bC = (ECSG)C, where 0 ≤ ESG < 1  and 0 ≤ ECSG < 1 

X3 = BC = B(SG = 1)C = BC 

b) Expressing inverse opposite models in conflict 

X1.X2 = B(ESG).(ECSG)C 

c) Paradigm death and shift expectations under no win-win conditions 

 When ESG ----0 and/or ECSG----0 under no win-win conditions, we have the 

paradigm death and shift expectation where the paradigms that die take the form of the higher 

level paradigm, in this case the higher level paradigm is X3 = BC 

X1.X2 = B(ESG---0).(ECSG--0)C = the death of paradigm X1, X2, or both  

                                                                     and shift X1.X2--X3 = BC 

d) Paradigm death and shift expectations under win-win conditions 

 When ESG ----1 and/or ECSG----1 under win-win conditions, we have the paradigm 

shift and merger shift expectation where the paradigms that die take the form of the higher level 

paradigm, in this case the higher level paradigm is X3 = BC 

X1.X2 = B(ESG--1).(ECSG--1)C = paradigm shift X1 or X2 or merger of X1 and X2 as  

                                                                   ESG--1 = C  and ECSG--1 = B  so that X1.X2 =  

                                                                   B(C).(B)C = BB.CC = BC = X3 = merger 

 You can find more details about the working of paradigm death and shift expectations 

and merging rules in the publication Paradigm Evolution and Sustainability Thinking(Muñoz 

2019). 
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Resolving the green cold war in general through a science based solution 

 Whether under win-win situations or under no win-win situations according to the death 

and shift expectation rules shared in the operational concepts and rules as the green cold war 

reaches its end, whether individually or through merger the traditional market supply ST  and the 

environmental market supply SE shift up to the left towards the green market supply SG once 

respected sustainability gaps are closed as indicated in Figure 5 below: 

 
 

Figure 5 above help us to see that the solution to the green cold war is the green 

market(GM), the higher level market where the green supply SG is; and this outcome can come 

from the merging of the traditional market(TM) and environmental market(ENM) following the 

blue arrow path 1 after closing associated sustainability gaps or it can come from the fixing of 

the environmental market(ENM) through the closing of its economic sustainability gap(ECSG) 

following the brown arrow path 2 or it can come from the fixing of the traditional market(TM) 

through the closing of its environmental sustainability gap(ESG) following the green arrow path 

3. 

 Hence, resolving the green cold war using science based thinking under win-win 

conditions or under no win-win conditions  according to Figure 5 above leads to shifting merged 

models or individual models towards green markets(GM). 

 

The science based choice: Implementing the fixing of the traditional market model under 

win-win conditions 

 Since the 2012 Rio +20 conference was attempting to solve the green cold war through 

addressing the environmental issues associated with the traditional market under win-win 

situations, then to move towards green markets, green growth and green economies they had to 

advocate for the closing of the environmental sustainability gap(ESG) affecting the sustainability 

of the traditional market(TM) as indicated in Figure 6 below: 
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Figure 6 above tells us that closing the environmental sustainability gap(ESG) shifts the 

traditional market supply ST from point 2 to point 3 and towards the green market supply SG and 

the traditional market now takes the form of a green market(GM) as now the new market price, 

the green market price, reflects both the economic costs and environmental costs of production.  

And therefore,  the fixing of the traditional markets through the closing its environmental 

sustainability gap was the science based solution to the green cold war that the 2012 Rio + 20 

conference had available then. 

 

The non-science based solution: the patching of the traditional market model 

 The implementation of the patching of the traditional market model through the use of 

environmental externality management markets(EEMM) that followed the 2012 Rio + 20 

conference can be achieved by placing an environmental externality management supply SEEM 

just below the green market supply SG , which prevents the paradigm shift from traditional 

market to green markets as indicated in Figure 7 below: 
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We can see the following aspects in Figure 7 above: i) An environmental externality 

management market(EEMM) is placed at point 4 between the green market supply SG and the 

traditional market supply ST; and ii) that this decision leaves a remaining and active 

environmental sustainability gap(RESG) between point 4 and point 3 that affects the 

sustainability of the environmental externality management market(EEMM).  We can also see in 

Figure 7 above that i) the environmental externality management cost CM represented by the 

continuous blue arrow from point 2 to point 4 patches the portion of the environmental 

sustainability gap(ESG) associated with the traditional market represented by the continuous 

green arrow between the traditional market supply ST and the environmental externality 

management market supply SEEM.  Therefore, consistent with Figure 7 above patching the 

traditional market(TM) through setting up environmental externality management 

markets(EEMM) is a non-science base or an arbitrary solution to the green cold war that leaves 

still a remaining environmental sustainability gap(RESG) still active. 

 

Pointed out the implications of flipping from a green market solution to an environmental 

externality management solution to the green cold war 

 We can use Figure 7 above to point out who the winners and losers are when we flip a 

science based solution for a non-science based solution to the green cold war as indicated below: 

a) The winners when going green markets 

 At point 3 in Figure 7 above the winners in particular are perfect market thinking and 

perfect environmentalism thinking as the green market reflect economic sustainability and 

environmental sustainability at the same time; and the winner in general is environmental 

sustainability as now it is an endogenous issue to the green market model, not an exogenous 

issue as it was under traditional market thinking.  At point 3 in Figure 7 above, imperfect 

traditional market thinking and imperfect environmental thinking do not work as they are 

inconsistent with the structure of green markets. 

b) The winners when going environmental externality management  market 
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 At point 4 in Figure 7 above the winners in particular are imperfect market thinking and 

imperfect environmentalism thinking as the environmental externality management market 

reflects economic sustainability and environmental externality management at the same time 

under non-free market conditions; and the winner in general is environmental externality 

management as now it is an endogenous issue to the traditional market model.  At point  4 in 

Figure 7 above, perfect traditional market thinking and perfect environmental thinking do not 

work as they are inconsistent with the structure of environmental externality management 

markets. 

c) The losers when we flip from green markets to environmental externality management  

market as the solution to the green cold war 

 When we flip solutions to the green cold war from point 3 to point 4 in Figure 7 above 

the losers in particular are perfect market thinking and perfect environmentalism thinking as 

environmental externality management markets are imperfect markets that do not require 

economic sustainability and environmental sustainability at the same time to exist; and the loser 

in general as now environmental management is an endogenous issue to the model, not 

environmental sustainability.  Hence, at point 4 in Figure 7 above, imperfect traditional market 

thinking and imperfect environmental thinking works under ongoing remaining environmental 

sustainability gap pressures. 

Implications: 

 In both cases, science based solutions and non-science based solutions discussed above, 

economic sustainability is always a winner as economic sustainability can exist under perfect 

market thinking(e.g. green markets) and imperfect market thinking(e.g. environmental 

externality management markets).  While environmental sustainability can only be a winner 

when under perfect green markets; and it will always be a loser under environmental externality 

management markets. 

 

Food for thoughts 

 i) Can we solve an environmental problem without fixing it? I think no, what do you 

think?; ii) Can the remaining environmental sustainability gap lead to the fall of the 

environmental externality management markets in the future? I think yes, what do you think?; 

and iii) Can environmental externality management markets exist without permanent external 

intervention? I think no, what do you think? 

 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

 1) It was shown that a green cold war is resolved using science based thinking under win-

win conditions or under no win-win conditions by shifting merged models or individual models 

towards green markets; 2) It was stressed that the fixing of the traditional markets after closing 

its environmental sustainability gap was the science based solution the 2012 Rio + 20 conference 

had; 3) It was pointed out that patching the traditional market through setting up environmental 

externality management markets is a non-science base or an arbitrary solution that leaves still a 

remaining environmental sustainability gap still active; 4) It was highlighted that when shifting 

to green markets is the solution, then perfect market thinking and perfect environmentalism 

thinking are the winners as well as sustainability as a whole as both economic and environmental 

sustainability are required at the same time; 5) It was indicated that when using environmental 
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externality management markets is the way to go, perfect market thinking and perfect 

environmentalism thinking as well as environmental sustainability are the losers as these markets 

do not require environmental sustainability and perfect free market thinking to exist.  
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